
MIXED PACK - SKU# BMIX20
24 btls (6 of each label) - $162

BOOTLEGGERS
"LIMITED EDITION"

REAL CRAFT COCKTAIL MADE WITH REAL INGREDIENTS

Real Ingredients / No Preservatives
200 ml / 12% ABV
Minimum 9-Month Shelf Life @ Room Temp.
Original Art Labels / Available as NFT 

FEATURES: ORDER GUIDE:
Minimum Order Size: 1 Case per SKU

Wholesale Price: See Below
Suggested MSRP $10 per btl

Order at https://orders.88spirits.com/ 

RIBBON IN HER EYES - SKU# BRI20
15 btls (single label) - $101.25
Rum, Butterfly Pea Flower, Lavender, Honey

AND SHE SHINED! - SKU# BSS20
15 btls (single label) - $101.25
Vodka, Blackberries, Hibiscus, Jalapeno

OSTRICH DREAMS - SKU# BOD20
15 btls (single label) - $101.25

Rum, Passion Fruit, Mango, Lime

OPEN VIRTUE - SKU# BOV20
15 btls (single label) - $101.25

Vodka, Grapefruit, Bergamot, Yuzu, Lime

SALES CONTACT: JILL LAWTON | (203) 980-9483 | JILL@88SPIRITS.COM
General Enquiries: INFO@BOOTLEGGERSCOCKTAIL

https://orders.88spirits.com/


Vakseen Collection by Bootleggers Cocktail
 

Introduction: Bootleggers Ready-to-Drink Cocktails bring the art of mixology to
your fingertips with a range of meticulously crafted, premium cocktails. Designed
to offer a sophisticated drinking experience, these cocktails are perfect for those
who appreciate exceptional taste, convenience, and style.

Diverse Flavor Profiles: Bootleggers cocktails offer a diverse range of flavor
profiles to cater to various tastes. From Whether you prefer a classic cocktail
with a modern twist or crave adventurous and unconventional combinations,
these cocktails deliver an exceptional range of flavors. From spicy and tart to
floral and soft, there is a cocktail to suit every palate.

Craftsmanship and Quality: Each cocktail in the Vakseen Collection is carefully
handcrafted using the finest real ingredients, resulting in unparalleled quality
and flavor. Expert mixologists have perfected the recipes to ensure a harmonious
balance of flavors, providing an extraordinary drinking experience from the first
sip to the last.

Artistic Design: One of the distinctive features of the Vakseen Collection is its
artistic design. Collaborating with renowned artist Vakseen, each bottle
showcases captivating and visually stunning artwork. These artistic labels not
only enhance the aesthetic appeal of the cocktails but also create a sensory
experience that merges the worlds of mixology and art.

Convenience and Versatility: The Vakseen Collection bottled cocktails provide
the ultimate convenience. Perfectly portioned and sealed, they are ideal for any
occasion, whether you're hosting a gathering, enjoying a night in, or exploring the
great outdoors. The portable nature of the bottles ensures you can savor a high-
quality cocktail wherever and whenever you desire, without compromising on
taste or craftsmanship.

Luxurious Experience: With the Vakseen Collection, every sip is an indulgent
experience. The meticulously crafted cocktails, combined with the artistic bottle
designs, create an ambiance of luxury and sophistication. These bottled cocktails
are not just beverages; they are an embodiment of elegance and refinement.

Commitment to Sustainability: The Vakseen Collection is committed to
environmental sustainability. The bottles are made from recyclable materials,
minimizing their impact on the environment. By choosing these bottled cocktails,
you can enjoy exceptional drinks while supporting eco-conscious practices.


